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Problem Description

The source segment gtss_verify_access_.pl1, in the source archive >l1d>unb>s>bound_gcos_tss_.1.s.archive has a trailing NUL character. This presumably resulted from restoring this segment from a tape made on MIT or ACTC, which sustained errors in the conversion to a tape image readable by the dps8m emulator. This segment was not on the original MR12.5 tapes, but added from ACTCs dump tape.


Proposed Changes

Remove the trailing NUL (\000) character.

A comparison of the installed version and the updated version follows:

cpa [lpn gtss_verify_access_.pl1] ==

A380           end;\000Changed by B to:
B380           end;

Comparison finished: 1 difference, 2 lines.

Documentation

No documentation is required.

Testing

No testing required.
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